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TWEEZERS WITH MAGNIFIER

TWEEZERS WITH MAGNIFIER fine point stainless steel tweezers
with a powerful magnifier. Ideal for assembly and inspection work.
The 26mm lens gives
x4 magnification, tweezer
length is 75mm.

CODE TYPE PRICE
TWM010 Tweezer with Magnifier......................................... £3.79

FOLDING MAGNIFIERS

TRIPLE LENS FOLDING MAGNIFIER hand held miniature magni-
fier, ideal for any close inspection work.  When not in use the lens-
es fold into the plastic case.  The magnifier has 3 lens which may
be used as a single, double or all 3 lenses together.  The magnifi-
cation increases as the extra lenses are brought into use.
Available with 22mm
diameter lenses.
No. of    Focal
lenses   length   Mag

1           3"         x3
2           2"         x5
3           1"         x10

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP0018 Triple Lens Folding Magnifier x10 - 22mm Dia..... £2.99

FOLDING MAGNIFIER X10 a miniature magnifier which is ideal
for any close inspection work.  When not in use the lens folds into
the aluminium case.
Lens diameter 15mm,
focal length 1".

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP0017 Folding Magnifier x10........................................... £2.99

JEWELLERS TRIPLET LOUPE a good quality miniature jewellers
loupe with a double glass lens for clear undistorted high powered
magnification.  When not in use the lens folds into the metal case
for safe storage.  Lens
diameter 21mm, mag-
nification x10, focal
length 1". Supplied
with a storage box.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-825 Jewellers Triplet Loupe 21mm x 10...................... £3.99

PROFESSIONAL JEWELLERS LOUPE a professional quality
mini jewellers loupe with a double glass lens for clear undistorted
high powered magnification.
When not in use the lens
folds into the aluminium
case for safe storage.
Lens diameter 1 6mm,
magnification  x10, focal
length 1". Supplied with
a storage case.

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP1490 Professional Jewellers Loupe............................... £10.99

MINIATURE ILLUMINATED MICROSCOPE a pocket sized illumi-
nated microscope, ideal for
inspecting most flat materials,
small parts, components and
gems etc.  The magnification
is x30 with focus adjustment
and is fitted with a lamp for
illuminating the object.  Uses
2 AA type batteries (not supplied).

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP0099 Miniature Illuminated Microscope x30.................. £5.99

POCKET ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIER a compact illuminated mag-
nifier which is useful for a wide range of applications.  The unit is
spring loaded and the light switches on after pressing the release
catches, when finished the lens simply slides back inside its own
case.  It has a 45 x 45mm illuminated lens providing 2x magnifica-
tion.  The lens is protected inside its case when not in use.  Uses 2
x AAA cells
(not supplied).
Dimensions
95 x 65 x 13mm. 

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-660 Pocket Illuminated Magnifier................................ £4.99

HAND MAGNIFIERS

MINIATURE HAND MAGNIFIER a good quality miniature hand
magnifier with a 1-3/4" diameter lens giving x2 magnification with a
x4 insert lens.  Small
enough for the top
pocket.  Ideal for
artists, engineers,
philatelists etc. 

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP0006 Mini Hand Magnifier 45mm Diameter x2 & x4...... £2.50

HANDHELD MAGNIFIER a general purpose magnifying glass with
a 50mm diameter glass lens giving 6x Magnification.  With a plas-
tic handle and rim it is ideal for reading small print and map read-
ing.  Dimensions
115 x 54mm diameter.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-054 Hand Magnifier Plastic Rim 54mm....................... £1.99

HANDHELD MAGNIFIER a general purpose magnifying glass with
a 50mm diameter glass lens giving 6x Magnification.  With a plas-
tic handle and chrome rim it is ideal for reading fine print and fault
finding.  Dimensions 132 x 51mm dia.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-057 Handheld Magnifier Chrome Rim 51mm dia........ £2.99
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S/L HAND MAGNIFER 75mm DIAMETER 5x a 75mm diameter
precision magnifier.  It magnifies objects 5 times with minimal dis-
tortion.  95mm handle.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-088 S/L Hand Magnifier 75mm Dia 5x......................... £2.50

S/L BIFOCAL HAND MAGNIFER a bifocal hand magnifier that
has a precision lens that magnifies objects with minimal distortion
and with a detail spot magnifier.  With a shaped, comfortable han-
dle.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-455 S/L Hand Magnifier 65mm Dia 5x & 19x.............. £2.70
120-523 S/L Hand Magnifier 75mm Dia 5x & 20x.............. £2.99
120-911 S/L Hand Magnifier 100mm Dia 3x & 29x............ £3.70

HAND MAGNIFIER WITH 100MM GLASS LENS a good quality
hand magnifier with a 100mm glass lens giving x2 magnification.
Ideal for artists, engineers, philatelists etc. 

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-006 Hand Magnifier with 100mm Glass Lens.............. £3.99

RECTANGULAR READING MAGNIFIER a good quality hand
magnifier with a 50 x 100mm glass lens giving x1.5 magnification.
Ideal for reading artists, engineers, philatelists etc. 

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-325 Hand Magnifier 50 x 100mm Glass Lens............. £4.50

ILLUMINATED READING MAGNIFIER features an Illuminated 50
x 100mm main lens, magnification 2X with inset size 21mm, mag-
nification 6X.  It has a pull out handle, ideal for reading.  The light
is operated by simple
on/off switch and
supplied with 2AA
batteries.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-323 Illuminated Reading Magnifier.............................. £6.99

ILLUMINATED HAND MAGNIFIER a good quality illuminated
hand magnifier.  The 65mm glass lens  gives clear undistorted
magnification of x2.3.
The magnifier also
features a lamp,
powered by 4 x AA
cells (not supplied).

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-882 Illuminated Hand Magnifier................................... £6.99

ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIER a good quality illuminated hand mag-
nifier with a 100mm diameter glass lens.  Ideal for reading books,
maps etc.  Lens
magnification x2,
uses 2 x C batteries
(not supplied).

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-040 Illuminated Hand Magnifier.................................. £7.99

FLEXIBLE HEAD MAGNIFYING GLASS WITH 4 LED LIGHTS
ideal for engineers, hobbyist, map reading etc.  Features four built-
in LED lights for use in dark or badly lit conditions.  Durable plastic
body with easy on/off switch, the lens angle is adjustable between
180° and 120°.  Lens size approx 80 x 80mm, x3 magnification.
Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-079 Flexible Head Magnifying Glass with 4 LEDs....... £7.99
501-180 Super Alkaline Battery AA 1.5V - Pack of 4.......... £1.85

ILLUMINATED MULTI-ANGLE MAGNIFIER a good quality plastic
illuminated magnifier.  It can be hand-held or the handle can be
converted to a stand for use on a flat surface.  When used as a
stand the magnifying head can tilt in four positions.  Main lens
magnification x2 with an inset lens of x4.  Uses 2 x AA cells (not
supplied).

CODE TYPE PRICE
59250 Illuminated Multi-Angle Magnifier......................... £14.99

SQUIRES GIFT VOUCHERS
Supplied with a quality card

redeemable at any of our exhibition stands,
by mail order or at our shop.

GV5 - Gift Voucher Value £5.00
GV10 - Gift Voucher Value £10.00
GV20 - Gift Voucher Value £20.00
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PRECISION MAGNIFIERS

BOX TYPE MAGNIFIER a fixed distance magnifier which is ideal
for philatelists, cartographers, photographers etc. The lens gives
clear magnification of x3,
the sides of the box are
transparent to allow
maximum light on to
the subject.  
Lens 50 x 35mm,
height 55mm.

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP1558 Box Type Magnifier............................................... £7.99

FOLDING ILLUMINATED POCKET MAGNIFIER a compact light-
weight plastic magnifier with a spring loaded action which unfolds
at the press of a button.  Ideal for PCB inspection or map reading.
It is Illuminated by a very bright white LED with a 24mm diameter
lens providing  5x magnification.
The base frame is calibrated
in metric and imperial scales
and folds flat when not in use.
Uses 2 x SR57 cells supplied.
Dimensions 55 x 42 x 17mm.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-061 Folding Pocket Illuminated Magnifier.................... £4.99

FOLDING MAGNIFIER a good quality folding magnifier with a
fixed focus.  The lens fits directly over a graduation scale for mag-
nified measurement with a
metric scale reading 0 - 65mm,
and an imperial scale reading
0 - 2½". Plastic frame with
glass lens. Lens diameter 70mm.
Folds down for storage.
Dims:-
H120 x W95 x L105mm in use. 
H30 x W95 x L110mm folded.

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP0115 Folding Magnifier.................................................. £4.99

GIANT FOLDING MAGNIFIER a pliable, folding magnifying glass
which is ideal for PCB
inspection or map reading.
It features a 110mm
diameter glass lens
giving 2x Magnification.
The base frame is
calibrated in metric and
imperial scales. Folds
flat when not in use.
Dimensions
164 x 134 x 187mm 

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-060 Giant Folding Magnifier 110mm Dia Lens............ £4.99

LED ILLUMINATED FOLDABLE MAGNIFIER a good quality
magnifier illuminated
with 3 LEDs.  Easy on/off
switch, and a 110mm lens.
Folds flat when not in use.
Ideal for inspection work,
coin/stamp collecting etc.
Requires 3x AAA batteries
(not included).

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-075 LED Illuminated Folding Magnifier........................ £7.99
501-182 Super Alkaline Battery AAA 1.5V - Pack of 4....... £1.85

NECK MAGNIFIER

NECK MAGNIFIER a useful magnifier which is suspended from
the neck using a neck cord
and then rested on the
chest leaving both hands
free. The 110mm diameter,
main lens gives x2½
magnification with an
inset lens of x4¼
magnification.  Ideal for
reading, needlework
patterns and sewing.

CODE TYPE PRICE
515-056 Neck Magnifier...................................................... £4.99

ILLUMINATED HANDS FREE MAGNIFIER a which can be
susspended by a cord
around the enck and
rested on the chest, ideal
for embriodery, crosstich
and reading etc.  The
main lens is 105mm dia
with a magnification of x2,
an inset lens of x4 is
featured. The clip-on
light is powered by 2 x
AA cells (not Supplied).

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-120 Illuminated Hands Free Magnifier......................... £6.99

WIDE VIEW NECK MAGNIFIER a useful wide view magnifier
which is suspended from the
neck using a neck cord and
then rested on the chest
leaving both hands free for
working.  The acrylic lens is
14 x 11cm giving
1.75x magnification.
Ideal for reading books,
needlework patterns
and sewing.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D90922 Wide View Neck Magnifier.................................... £13.99
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PRISMATIC MAGNIFIERS

BAR MAGNIFIER a magnifier used for reading books, magazines
and patterns etc.  It is 21cm long x 2.5cm wide and has a 1.5cm
diameter inset lens.  It also features a built-in guideline for easy
reading of lines of text and has metric and imperial graduations.
Magnification x2, inset lens magnification x6.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-887 Bar Magnifier with Metric/Imperial Rule................ £4.99

GOOSENECK MAGNIFIERS

LACE MAGNIFIER a high quality magnifier with a weighted base
which has five holes enabling
it to be pinned to a lace making
cushion.  The 90mm diameter
main lens magnification is
x2.25 and has an inset lens
which magnifies x4 for close
work. The lens is fixed to a
7" flexible neck. The lace
magnifier can be used free
standing as a miniature
Gooseneck Magnifier.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D91091 Lace Magnifier...................................................... £24.99

FLEXI NECK MAGNIFIER WITH TABLE BASE a quality 4½" lens
mounted on an 10" flexible neck which is fitted to a heavy table
base.  The base has a recess for storing small items.  The quality
glass lens gives clear magnification of x1.75.  Ideal for needlework,
embroidery, craftsmen, inspection etc.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-800 Flexineck Magnifier with Table Base.................... £7.99

LED ILLUMINATED CLIP-ON FLEXI MAGNIFIER a 90mm diam-
eter magnifying lens mounted on a flexible shaft with table clip
using LEDs for illuminating the
lens. The main lens has a
magnification of x2 with an
inset lens of 21mm,
magnification  X6.  The 
180mm flexible shaft is 
attached to strong spring
clamp that can be clamped
on table, workbench etc.
Powered by 3 button cells
which are supplied.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-319 Clip-On Flexi-Magnifier with LED Illumination...... £9.99

GOOSENECK MAGNIFIER WITH BENCH CLAMP a quality 3½"
lens mounted on an 21" flexible neck.  The magnifier can be
clipped to an embroidery frame, work bench or a table by means of
a strong metal clamp.  The clamp will fix to a maximum thickness
of 57mm.  The quality glass lens gives clear magnification of x2.  It
is ideal for needlework, embroidery, craftsmen, inspection etc.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-869 Gooseneck Magnifier with Bench Clamp.............. £19.99

MINI CLIP-ON FLEXINECK MAGNIFIER a quality 3½" lens
mounted on an 9" flexible neck.  The flexineck magnifier can be
clipped to an embroidery frame etc. The quality rimless lens has
the advantage of less visual interruption during work. It is ideal for
needlework, embroidery etc.  Lens magnification x2.25 with a 2cm
inset lens of x4 magnification.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D91101 Mini Clip-on Flexineck Magnifier........................... £24.99

FLEXINECK MAGNIFIER a quality 13cm lens mounted on an
46cm flexible neck.  The flexineck magnifier can be clipped to an
embroidery frame, work bench or a table by means of a strong clip.
The quality rimless lens has the advantage of less visual interrup-
tion during work. It is ideal for needlework, embroidery, craftsmen,
inspection work etc.
Supplied in White

CODE TYPE PRICE
D90940 Flexineck Magnifier D90942................................. £29.99
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EYEGLASSES

WATCHMAKERS EYEGLASS with black plastic body and a quali-
ty glass lens.  5 focal lengths/magnifications. 

Code  Focal length Magnification
OP0569 3½" x2.8
OP0568 2" x5
OP0830 1" x10
OP0831 3/4"          x12
OP0832  1/2"          x14

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP0569 Watchmakers Eyeglass 3½" - x2.8 Mag............... £2.50
OP0568 Watchmakers Eyeglass 2" - x5 Mag..................... £2.50
OP0830 Watchmakers Eyeglass 1" - x10 Mag................... £2.50
OP0831 Watchmakers Eyeglass 3/4" - x12 Mag................ £2.50
OP0832 Watchmakers Eyeglass 1/2" - x14 Mag................ £2.50

WATCHMAKERS EYEGLASS a set of 3 eyeglasses with black
plastic body and a quality glass lens.  The set includes 3 focal
lengths/magnifications 5x, 7x and 10x. 

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-195 3 Piece Eyeglass Set (5x, 7x & 10x).................... £4.99

EYEGLASS WITH LED LAMP an eyeglass with an LED lamp,
ideal for use with small electrical and miniature assembly work,
modelling and crafts etc.  25mm diameter, x 6 magnification power
the LED is movable for correction positioning of light onto the
object.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-081 Eyeglass with LED Light....................................... £2.99

SPECTACLE EYEGLASSES

SPECTACLE EYEGLASS clips on top of the spectacle frame and
may be flipped up when it is not required.  The high quality glass
lens gives clear magnification.  This eyeglass is suitable for use
with either left or right eye.

Focal
Code   Length  Magnification
OP0839 3½" x2.8
OP0836 3"         x3.3
OP0825 2½" x4
OP0837 2"         x5
OP0838 1½"          x6.7                                                     

CODE TYPE PRICE
OP0839 Spectacle Eyeglass 3½" - x2.8 Mag..................... £4.99
OP0836 Spectacle Eyeglass 3" - x3.3 Mag........................ £4.99
OP0825 Spectacle Eyeglass 2½" - x4 Mag........................ £4.99
OP0837 Spectacle Eyeglass 2" - x5 Mag........................... £4.99
OP0838 Spectacle Eyeglass 1½" - x6.7Mag...................... £5.99

CLIP-ON SPECTACLE EYE LOUPE a magnifier with 2 lenses
that clips onto the spectacle frame and may be flipped up when it
is not required.  The high quality glass lenses give clear magnifica-
tion.  This magnifier can be set for use with either the left or right
eye and the arms that support
the lenses are adjustable
to gain the correct position for
viewing.  The lenses are 25mm
diameter with 3.3x and 5x,
when used together 16x
magnification is achieved.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-197 Clip-on Spectacle Eyeloupe with 2 Lenses.......... £7.99

MAGNIFIER FOR SPECTACLES high quality magnifier that clips-
on to spectacles giving the extra magnification required for minia-
ture work etc.  When not
required the lens is
simply flipped up.
Available with a
magnification of x1½.
Supplied with 
storage pouch.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D90937 Magnifier for Spectacles x1½ .............................. £9.99

CLIP-ON SPECTACLE MAGNIFIERS a set of 4 lenses of 1.7, 2.0,
2.5 and 3.0 x magnification with a holder which clips onto specta-
cles.  Simply clip the lightweight frame to your glasses, select the
lens and see all the
intricate details with
needle sharp clarity.
Just flip up the lens
for normal viewing.
Supplied in a
storage case.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D91171 Clip-On Spectacle Magnifiers set of 4.................. £17.99

MAGNIFYING VISORS

MAGNIFYING VISOR WITH 4 LENSES & LED LIGHTS a high
quality visor which features four lenses of different magnification.
The lenses clip into a holder and may be flipped up when not
required.  The visor features a directional light fitted with 2 LED’s
for illuminating the workpiece.  The headband is adjustable and the
visor may be flipped up when not required and may be worn over
spectacles if required.  The lenses are acrylic and have been treat-
ed so as to resist scratching.  The lenses are x1.2, x1.8, x2.5 and
x3.5 magnification and uses 2 x AAA cells (supplied).

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-390 Head Magnifier with 4 Lenses & LED Lights........ £14.99
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OPTI VISOR is a professional quality visor with precision ground
and polished optical glass lenses.  It is well suited to precision
assembly and inspection work.  The visor which may be worn over
glasses has an adjustable headband and the visor may be flipped
up when magnification is not required.  An add on eyeglass is
available giving magnification up to x6, this may be fitted for either
eye.  The Opti Visor is manufactured in the USA.  6 magnifications
are available with the model DA5 being the most popular.

Focal
CODE TYPE               Length PRICE
OPDA2 Opti Visor x1.5    20"............................................. £46.99
OPDA3 Opti Visor x1.75  14"............................................. £46.99
OPDA4 Opti Visor x2       10"............................................. £46.99
OPDA5 Opti Visor x2.5      8"............................................. £46.99
OPDA7 Opti Visor x2.75    6"............................................. £48.99
OPDA10 Opti Visor x3.5      4"............................................. £48.99
OPL02 No 2 Lens Plate x1.5 - 20".................................... £27.99
OPL03 No 3 Lens Plate x1.75 - 14".................................. £27.99
OPL04 No 4 Lens Plate x2 - 10"....................................... £27.99
OPL05 No 5 Lens Plate x2.5 - 8"...................................... £27.99
OPL07 No 7 Lens Plate x2.75 - 6".................................... £29.99
OPL10 No 10 Lens Plate x3.5 - 4".................................... £29.99

OPTI LOUPE an add on eyeglass for fitting to the Opti Visor, it
may be fixed for either eye and gives
increased monocular magnification
for close inspection work.  When
fitted the lens may be swivelled in
and out of use as required.  

CODE TYPE PRICE
OPL846 Opti Loupe Extra Lens.......................................... £10.99

ILLUMINATED MAGNIFYING LAMPS

MINI FLEXI-NECK TABLE LAMP FLUORESCENT MAGNIFIER a
free standing mini magnifying table lamp with a 12 watt circular
daylight tube, giving even light distribution and virtually no heat
being emitted.  The lamp
features a 4" diameter
glass lens providing x1.75
magnification.  The mag-
nifying head is mounted to
flexi-neck allows position-
ing as required.  The lamp
has a cover and a clear
diffuser which gives pro-
tection to the tube.  Spare
tubes are available.  Ideal
for craft, hobby, needle 
work, embroidery and
inspection etc.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-091 Mini Table Lamp Fluorescent Magnifier............... £29.99
120-094 Spare Tube for 120-091/120-093 Magnifier......... £6.50

MINI TABLE LAMP FLUORESCENT MAGNIFIER a free standing
mini magnifying table lamp with a 12 watt circular daylight tube,
giving even light distribution and virtually no heat being emitted.
The lamp features a 4" diameter glass lens providing x1.75 magni-
fication and a x4 magnification close-up lens.  The magnifying
head is mounted to
allow positioning as
required.  The lamp
has a cover and a
clear diffuser which
gives protection to the
tube.  Spare tubes
are available.  Ideal
for craft and hobby
work, needlework,
embroidery and
inspection etc.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-093 Mini Table Lamp Fluorescent Magnifier............... £34.99
120-094 Spare Tube for 120-091/120-093 Magnifier......... £6.50

TABLE FLUORESCENT MAGNIFIER WITH ORGANISER BASE
a free standing magnifying table lamp with a T4 16 watt circular
daylight tube, giving even light distribution and virtually no heat
being emitted.  The lamp features a 5" diameter glass lens provid-
ing x1.75 magnification.
The magnifying head is
mounted to allow
positioning as required.
The lamp has a cover
and a clear diffuser
which gives protection
to the tube.  Spare
tubes are available.
Ideal for craft and
hobby work, needle-
work, embroidery,
inspection etc.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-809 Fluorescent Table Magnifier with Tidy Base......... £59.99
120-813 Spare Tube for 120-809 T4 16 Watt..................... £6.50

WIDE LENS MAGNIFIER TABLE LAMP a high quality fluorescent
daylight magnifying lamp with table base, 22w daylight lamp with
wide glass lens & unique arm joint for extra close-up work at table
level.  The light source is
22 watt energy saving tube
giving shadow free light
with no heat emission.
High quality 175 x 108mm
(7" x 4.3") lens of 3
dioptre (1.75x mag),
also features a  built-in
close up lens 12 dioptre
(4x mag). Upright height
18" (45cm). Ideal for
craft and hobby work,
needle work,
embroidery,
inspection etc.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-895 Light Craft Wide Lens Table Magnifier................. £79.99
120-896 Spare Tube for 120-895 Wide Lens Magnifier...... £7.99
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MINI ROUND DAYLIGHT FLUORESCENT MAGNIFYING LAMP
a good quality magnifying lamp which is ideal for all hobby and
craft work.  The lamp is supplied with a 22W circular daylight fluo-
rescent tube providing high light output with an even light distribu-
tion and virtually no heat being emitted.  The lamp features a 5"
diameter glass lens providing x1.75 magnification.  The magnifying
head is mounted on a spring balanced arm which allows universal
positioning.  The arms have a good reach of over 80cm.  The lamp
arms are metal, the lamp head is impact resistant plastic. The
lamp is supplied with a strong table clamp.  Ideal for extended peri-
ods of work and for colour matching if required.  Spare tubes are
available.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-066 Slim Round D/light Fluorescent Bench Magnifier. £44.99
120-067 Spare Daylight Fluorescent Tube for 120-066...... £7.99

TWIN FLUORESCENT PL TUBE MAGNIFYING LAMP a top of
the range magnifying lamp for the serious amateur and profession-
al user alike.  The lamp features an extra large lens which mea-
sures 185mm x 157mm providing x1.75 magnification.  The light
source is 2 x 9 watt cool white fluorescent tubes providing high
light output with an even light distribution and virtually no heat
being emitted.  The magnifying head is mounted on a spring bal-
anced arm with enclosed spring, and may be rotated in three
planes to allow complete universal positioning.  Maximum reach to
centre of the lens is 95cm approx.  Robust metal construction and
supplied with a robust table clamp.  Clamp capacity 75mm.  The
lamp is ideal for extended periods of work.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-018 Twin PL Tube Fluorescent Bench Magnifier......... £89.99
D13623 Daylight PL Tube 9 Watt....................................... £9.99

NATURAL LIGHT 7" MAGNIFYING LAMP this exclusive magnify-
ing lamp combines the large 7" lens and the powerful 28w Full
Spectrum Naturalight™ tube to give you the best inspection lamp.
With this lamp, you will be able to see details like never before!
This unique lamp
is supported by a
high quality metal
arm and will allow
you to move the
lamp in any position. 

CODE TYPE PRICE
DN1030 Natural Light 7" Magnifying Lamp DN1030.......... £89.99
DN0003 28W Naturalight Tube (Energy Saving) DN0003.. £9.99

ULTRA SLIM MAGNIFYING LAMP XR  with bright 28w Daylight™
light, the unique 17.5cm/7” XR™ lens and the new Free-Motion
head-joint™, this lamp combines the latest innovations in lighting
design.  These new features make your lamp extremely easy to
operate and reliable.  The Daylight™ energy saving tube ensures
that you have plenty of comfortable daylight light to work with.  The
XR technology™ makes the lens 50% lighter, extra resistant and
easy to clean.  And the new head-joint guarantees you precise and
smooth positioning of the
lamp without constantly
having to tighten the
wingnut.  The lamp
includes an electronic
ballast so you can work
longer in comfortable
light and it has the Quick
Lens Swap System™
so you can increase the
magnification in seconds
without any tools.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D22080 Ultra Slim Magnifying Lamp XR D22080............ £199.99
D12000 28w E/Saving Daylight Circular Tube D12000..... £14.99

DAYLIGHT DELUXE MAGNIFYING LAMP XR with bright 2 x 13w
Daylight™ light, the unique 19 x 17.5cm/7.5 x 7” XR™ lens and
the new Free-Motion head-joint™, this lamp combines the latest
innovations in lighting design.  These new features make the lamp
not only extremely strong but also surprisingly easy to position and
use.  The Daylight™ energy saving tube ensures that you have
plenty of comfortable daylight light to work with.  The XR technolo-
gy™ makes the lens 50% lighter, extra resistant and easy to clean.
The new head-joint guarantees you precise and smooth position-
ing of the lamp without
constantly having to tighten
the wing-nut. The lamp
includes an electronic
ballast so you can work
longer in comfortable light
and it has Daylights Clip-on
Lens System™ so you can
increase the magnification
in seconds without any tools. 

CODE TYPE PRICE
D23080 Deluxe Magnifying Lamp XR D23080.................£229.99
D13625 13w energy saving daylight PL tube D13625....... £14.99

WHEN PLACING AN ORDER
PLEASE USE THE FULL ORDER CODE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00



DELUXE OPTIONAL XR LENS a crystal clear 13cm/5"  XR lens™
2.25X magnification (5 diopter), 3.0X magnification (8 diopter)
when combined with the Deluxe
Magnifying Lamp XR.  Easy to
fit, no tools required.  Suitable
for the Deluxe Magnifying
Lamp XR (23080)

CODE TYPE PRICE
D63001 Deluxe Optional Lens........................................... £29.99

DELUXE SWING ARM XR LENS a crystal clear 4cm/1½" XR
lens™, 4X magnification (12 diopter), 4.75X magnification (15
diopter) when combined with
the Deluxe Magnifying Lamp XR. 
Easy to fit, no tools required. 
Suitable for the Deluxe
Magnifying Lamp XR (23080)

CODE TYPE PRICE
D63002 Deluxe Swing Arm Optional Lens......................... £29.99

CLAMPS & BASES

L/C TABLE CLAMP a replacement table clamp for use with 120-
011, 120-066 and similar lamps.
Clamp locating hole diameter
13mm,  locating hole depth
52mm.  Maximum clamp
capacity 65mm.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-264 L/C Table Clamp For 120-011/120-066................ £12.99

L/C TABLE CLAMP a replacement table clamp for use with 120-
018 and similar lamps.  Clamp
locating hole diameter  13mm,
locating hole depth 50mm.
Maximum clamp capacity 64mm.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-069 L/C Table Clamp For 120-019.............................. £12.99

L/C WALL BRACKET a wall bracket with 3 hole fixing, ideal for
when fixing a lamp above a bench or  workstation.  Bracket locat-
ing hole diameter 13mm,  locating hole depth 45mm.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-364 L/C Wall Bracket................................................... £12.99

L/C BENCH BRACKET a bench fixing bracket with 3 hole fixing,
ideal for permanently fixing a lamp to a bench or workstation.
Bracket locating hole diameter 13mm, locating hole depth 42 mm.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-464 L/C Bench Bracket................................................ £12.99

WALL BRACKET & DRAWING BOARD CLAMP robust metal
clamps for use with the D20250/D20251 magnifying lamps etc. 

Wall Bracket   Drawing Board Clamp

CODE TYPE PRICE
DS-578 Daylight Company Wall Bracket........................... £16.99
DS-570 Daylight Company Drawing Board Clamp............ £16.99

TABLE BASE a stylish heavy table base suitable for use with
magnifying lamp 120-066.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-166 Table Base for 120-066........................................ £39.99

TABLE BASE a stylish heavy table base suitable for use with the
D20251, D20252, D22020 and D30350 lamps. Weight 12kg. 

Technical Information
Width: 21cm (8½ inches) 
Height: 8cm (3 inches) 
Depth: 28cm (11 inches) 
Weight: 13.5kg (30 lbs) 

CODE TYPE PRICE
D52010 Daylight Company Table Base 12Kg.................... £79.99

FLOOR STANDS

FLOOR STAND a functional 5 spoke floor stand for use with 120-
011, 120-066 etc.
Fitted with castor
wheels for ease 
of movement.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-064 L/C 5 Spoke Floor Stand...................................... £59.99
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DAYLIGHT COMPANY UNIVERSAL FLOOR STAND a stylish but
functional floor stand for use with
the D21000 and D23020 lamps.
Ideal for use when working in an
arm chair.  Fitted with 5 wheels for
easy movement.  Height 74cm,
weight 6kg.  Colour white.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D53010 Daylight Company Universal Floor Stand............. £69.99

ULTIMATE 5 SPOKE FLOOR STAND a high quality 5 spoke
floorstand Unique design to enhance stability. Easy to assemble,
easy to transport, smooth movement over all kind of surfaces.
Suitable for use with Daylight models D23080, D32500 and
D22080.

Technical Information
Width: 70cm (27½ inches) 
Height: 72cm (28½ inches) 
Depth: 70cm (27½ inches) 
Weight: 10kg (22 lbs) 

CODE TYPE PRICE
D53060 Ultimate 5 Spoke Floor Stand D53060............... £119.99

CRAFT MAGNIFYING LAMPS

DAYLIGHT TABLE TOP CRAFT LAMP WITH MAGNIFIER a able
top lamp with a low heat bright 18w Daylight tube and fine polished
acrylic magnifying lens to see your detailed work.  It has flexible
adjustable arms for both the light and the lens allowing you to
position the magnifier and light source as required.  The magnifier
can be removed if not
required.  Spare Tubes
are available D13621.
Height: 50cm, lens
diameter 13cm,
1.75 X magnification

CODE TYPE PRICE
D23020 Daylight Co Table Top Craft Lamp with Mag........ £99.99
D13621 PL18 Watt Tube.................................................... £14.99

NATURAL LIGHT CRAFT FLOOR LAMP a floorstanding craft,
hobby and reading lamp with a flexible neck & head-joint so you
can easily direct the light exactly where you need it! Put the lamp
beside your sofa or chair so the light comes over your shoulder
and shines exactly on what you want to see. The 11w energy-sav-
ing and full spectrum bulb is perfect to work with colours and fine
details and is comfortable for your eyes! This practical lamp comes
with a removable & height adjustable
crystal clear magnifying lens (10cm
diameter, 1.75X, 3 diopter) for all your
intricate work. Enjoy your hobbies for
longer in optimal comfort with this
Naturalight lamp. (Supplied with
bulb & removable magnifier).

CODE TYPE PRICE
DN1108 Natural Light Craft Floor Lamp DN1108............... £99.00
D15110 D/L Energy Saving Bulb 11W ES Ultra................. £10.99

CRAFT LAMP WITH MAGNIFIER ON FLOOR STAND a daylight
lamp and magnifier with a floorstand
which has wheels. The lamp features
a powerful 18 watt Daylight PL tube
which is ideal for colour matching
and emits very little heat.  The lamp
head is mounted on a flexible neck
as is the 5" rimless magnifying lens
which allows fine adjustments to their
position. Ideal for reading, needlework,
craft work and other detailed tasks
whilst sitting in an arm chair.
Supplied with a long lead with
a BS plug. Magnification x1.75.
Colour white.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D23030 D/L Co Craft Lamp + Magnifier on Floor Stand...£129.99
D13621 PL18 Watt Tube.................................................... £14.99

ULTIMATE TABLE TOP LAMP this master piece comes with a
20w daylight energy saving bulb, a completely flexible head,
adjustable arm - to give you a 55cm reach (ideal for working with
sewing machines) and height
to put the low heat daylight
exactly where you need it.  It
comes with three unique
removable accessories. A chart
holder to keep designs in clear
view and a magnifier makes fine
details easily visible and a
craft tray with dust cover
to keep everything
conveniently to hand.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D21038 D/Light Co Ultimate Table Top Lamp Antique...... £99.99
D15200 D/L Energy Saving Bulb 20W ES Ultra................. £10.99

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
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ULTIMATE FLOOR STANDING LAMP classic antique, the
Ultimate Floorstanding Lamp
perfectly blends style and design
for your home.  Its flexible head
directs the soft colour matching
20w Daylight light (100W equiv)
precisely where you need it and
the unique springlock system
makes this lamp fully height
adjustable.  It comes with three
unique removable accessories.
A chart holder to keep designs
in clear view and a magnifier
makes fine details easily visible
and a craft tray with dust cover
to keep everything conveniently
to hand.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D21079 D/Light Co Ultimate Floor Stand Lamp Antique..£149.99

FLUORESCENT BENCH LAMPS

L/C TWIN TUBE FLUORESCENT LAMP a high quality lamp with
2 x 15W 45cm daylight fluorescent tubes providing high light out-
put with an even light distribution and virtually no heat being emit-
ted.  The lamp head is mounted on a spring balanced arm and
may be rotated in two planes to allow universal positioning.
Robust metal construction and supplied with a robust table clamp.
Clamp capacity 57mm.  The lamp is ideal for extended periods of
work and for when accurate colour matching is required.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-011 L/C Twin Tube Fluorescent Lamp........................ £69.99
120-111 Fluorescent Tube 45cm 15 Watt.......................... £8.99

L/C TRIPPLE TUBE FLUORESCENT LAMP a high quality lamp
with 3 x 14W 45cm daylight fluorescent tubes providing high light
output with an even light distribution and virtually no heat being
emitted, with the flexibility of being used in either two tube or three
tube mode   The lamp head is mounted on a spring balanced arm
and may be rotated in two planes to allow universal positioning.
Robust metal construction and supplied with a robust table clamp.
Clamp capacity
57mm.  The
lamp is ideal
for extended
periods of work
and for when
accurate colour
matching is
required.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-013 L/C Tripple Tube Fluorescent Lamp..................... £79.99
120-111 Fluorescent Tube 45cm 15 Watt.......................... £8.99

EASEL LAMP a lamp specially designed to clamp on to an easel.
The lamp is supplied with a
60 watt R80 daylight spot
bulb giving high light output.
The lamp is fitted with a
large aluminium reflector.
Although designed for use
with a easel, the spring clamp
can be fixed to a table or
other flat surface. Easel
NOT included.

CODE TYPE PRICE
D31075 Easel Lamp........................................................... £59.99

NATURAL LIGHT FLEXIBLE LED DESK LAMP a flexible LED
desk light which is perfect for reading and working.  Non-obtrusive
yet stylish, modern design.
Features 21 high performance,
energy efficient Naturalight™
LEDs.  Flexible arm lets you
aim the light exactly where
it’s needed. Height: 30cm / 12"

CODE TYPE PRICE
DN1120 Natural Light Flexible LED Desk Lamp DN1120.. £49.99

NATURAL LIGHT FLEXIBLE LED FLOOR LAMP a flexible LED
floor light which is perfect for reading
and working.  Non-obtrusive yet stylish,
modern design.  Features 27 high
performance, energy efficient
Naturalight™ LEDs.  The flexible
arm lets you aim the light exactly
where it’s needed .  Convenient
height: 90cm / 36"

CODE TYPE PRICE
DN1130 Natural Light Flexible LED Floor Lamp DN1130.. £69.99

CIRCULAR FLUORESCENT TUBES

CIRCULAR FLUORESCENT TUBES replacement 22 watt circular
fluorescent tubes for magnifying lamps.  Available in Cool White
for good illumination of the workpiece and Daylight Simulation for
good colour matching.

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-856 Circular Fluorescent Tube Cool White.................. £8.99
D13610 Circular Daylight Fluorescent Tube...................... £8.99
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DAYLIGHT SIMULATION BULBS

DAYLIGHT SIMULATION BULBS give a clear cool light that
allows perfect colour matching and are more relaxing to the eyes.
They are also excellent for reading and are easily interchangeable
with normal incandescent bulbs.  They are recommended for use
in task lamps so that the light can be positioned close to the work.
A range of bulb fittings are available.  Average life 1,000 hours.  A
wide range of bulbs are available from pygmy bulbs for sewing
machines, standard type bulbs for task lamps and a new range of
daylight energy saving bulbs.  60W and 100W spot light bulbs are
available.  The 11 watt  Ultra ES fitting energy saving bulb is suit-
able for use in lamps and magnifying lamps which normally use an
ordinary bulb.  Note Limited Availabilty of old Style Bulbs, Low
Energy Types remain available.

BC (B22) = bayonet cap.     SBC (B15) = small bayonet cap.
ES (E27) = edison screw.    SES (E14) = small edison screw.

Energy Saving Bulb        Equivalent
9w                             40w
11w                           60w
20w                           100w

CODE TYPE PRICE
D11170 D/L Sewing Machine Bulb 15W SBC.................... £3.50
D11171 D/L Sewing Machine Bulb 15W SES.................... £3.50
D11106 D/L Golf Ball Bulb 40W SES................................. £3.50
D11134 D/L Candle Bulb 40W SBC................................... £3.50
D11135 D/L Candle Bulb 60W SBC................................... £3.50
D11117 D/L Standard Bulb 40W ES.................................. £3.50
D11103 D/L Standard Bulb 60W BC.................................. £3.50
D11113 D/L Standard Bulb 60W ES.................................. £3.50
D11121 D/L Spotlight Bulb 100W R80 ES......................... £5.50
D15110 D/L Energy Saving Bulb 11W ES Ultra................. £10.99
D15111 D/L Energy Saving Bulb 11W BC Ultra................ £10.99
D15200 D/L Energy Saving Bulb 20W ES Ultra................. £10.99
D15201 D/L Energy Saving Bulb 20W BC Ultra................ £10.99

LIGHT BOXES

ART AND CRAFT LIGHT BOXES a range of good quality wooden
frame lights boxes.  Ideal for tracing designs and patterns, for sten-
cilling, embossing, quilting, calligraphy, lettering and displaying
slides and transparencies.  Wood finish with white work surface
and lip to retain paper & pens.  Integral holders and slots for pen,
pencils paint brushes and other materials.  The light source is from
energy saving tubes, (1 x 11W  tube for A4 size 2 x 13W tubes of
A3 size). 

CODE TYPE PRICE
120-404 Light Craft Light Box A4........................................ £39.99
120-405 11 Watt Spare Tube for L/Craft Light Box A4....... £4.99
120-403 Light Craft Light Box A3........................................ £59.99
120-406 13 Watt Spare Tube for L/Craft Light Box A3....... £6.99

ART AND CRAFT LIGHT BOX this specially designed Daylight art
and craft light box gives ideal low heat 8w Daylight for tracing and
embossing of drawings, pictures and designs whilst reducing eye
strain.  Sized for A4 paper in both landscape and portrait formats
so you can work simply, comfortably and effectively.  

CODE TYPE PRICE
D32000 Daylight Co Art & Craft Light Box......................... £79.99

WORK LIGHTS

WORK LIGHTS are a light weight hands free twin torch which is
worn like a pair of spectacles.  The light shines in the direction the
user is looking, they
may be worn over
spectacles. Each light
uses 2 x AAA batteries
(not supplied).

CODE TYPE PRICE
LA4655 Work Lights........................................................... £4.99
501-182 GP Super Alkaline Cells AAA Pack of 4............... £1.85

CLIP ON READERS LAMPS

CLIP-ON READERS LAMP a miniature lamp which clips onto a
book etc.  The lamp head and
arm can be positioned for best
illumination of the page.  Uses
4 AA type batteries (not supplied)
and can be plugged into a 6Vdc
supply.

CODE TYPE PRICE
LA1804 Clip-On Readers Lamp......................................... £5.49
501-180 Super Alkaline Battery AA 1.5V - Pack of 4.......... £1.85

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
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SQUIRES GIFT VOUCHERS
Supplied with a quality card

redeemable at any of our exhibition
stands, by mail order or at our shop.

GV5 - Gift Voucher Value £5.00
GV10 - Gift Voucher Value £10.00
GV20 - Gift Voucher Value £20.00


